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Abstract

Lobe reconnection is usually thought to play an important role in geospace dynamics only when the Interplanetary Magnetic

Field (IMF) is mainly northward. This is because the most common and unambiguous signature of lobe reconnection is the

strong sunward convection in the polar cap ionosphere observed during these conditions. During more typical conditions,

when the IMF is mainly oriented in a dawn-dusk direction, plasma flows initiated by dayside and lobe reconnection both

map to high latitude ionospheric locations in close proximity to each other on the dayside. This makes the distinction of the

source of the observed dayside polar cap convection ambiguous, as the flow magnitude and direction are similar from the two

topologically different source regions. We here overcome this challenge by normalizing the ionospheric convection observed by

the Super Dual Aurora Radar Network (SuperDARN) to the polar cap boundary, inferred from simultaneous observations from

the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE). This new method enable us to

separate and quantify the relative contribution of both lobe reconnection and dayside/nightside (Dungey cycle) reconnection

during periods of dominating IMF By. Our main findings are twofold. First, the lobe reconnection rate can typically account

for 20% of the Dungey cycle flux transport during local summer when IMF By is dominating and IMF Bz > 0. Second, the

dayside convection relative to the open/closed boundary is vastly different in local summer versus local winter, as defined by

the dipole tilt angle.
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Abstract18

Lobe reconnection is usually thought to play an important role in geospace dynamics only19

when the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) is mainly northward. This is because the20

most common and unambiguous signature of lobe reconnection is the strong sunward21

convection in the polar cap ionosphere observed during these conditions. During more22

typical conditions, when the IMF is mainly oriented in a dawn-dusk direction, plasma23

flows initiated by dayside and lobe reconnection both map to high latitude ionospheric24

locations in close proximity to each other on the dayside. This makes the distinction of25

the source of the observed dayside polar cap convection ambiguous, as the flow magni-26

tude and direction are similar from the two topologically different source regions. We27

here overcome this challenge by normalizing the ionospheric convection observed by the28

Super Dual Aurora Radar Network (SuperDARN) to the polar cap boundary, inferred29

from simultaneous observations from the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electro-30

dynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE). This new method enable us to separate and31

quantify the relative contribution of both lobe reconnection and dayside/nightside (Dungey32

cycle) reconnection during periods of dominating IMF By. Our main findings are twofold.33

First, the lobe reconnection rate can typically account for 20% of the Dungey cycle flux34

transport during local summer when IMF By is dominating and IMF Bz ≥ 0. Second,35

the dayside convection relative to the open/closed boundary is vastly different in local36

summer versus local winter, as defined by the dipole tilt angle.37

Plain Language Summary38

Reconnection of magnetic field lines that occurs in the lobes is most often thought39

to play a big role in near-Earth space dynamics only when the magnetic field carried by40

the solar wind, the Interplanetary Magnetic Field or IMF, has a large northward (pos-41

itive Z) component. This is because such conditions lead to the distinct strong sunward42

movement of plasma in the polar cap ionosphere. During more typical conditions (when43

the IMF is dawn/dusk directed), identifying and quantifying the effect of lobe reconnec-44

tion from the simultaneous plasma flows initiated by day- and nightside reconnection be-45

come much more challenging. This paper present a new technique that enable this sep-46

aration even when the dawn-dusk component of the IMF is dominating, by normaliz-47

ing the convection to the boundary between open and closed magnetic field lines. We48

make two main findings. First, the summer and winter dayside plasma flows near the49

boundary between open and closed magnetic field lines are vastly different. Second, the50

polar cap plasma circulation (interpreted as lobe reconnection rate) can on average ac-51

count for ∼ 20% of the total plasma transport during local summer when IMF is mostly52

directed along the Y-axis (East-West) and IMF Bz is positive.53

1 Introduction54

It is well known that the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) has profound effects55

on the plasma circulation pattern throughout the outer parts of the Earth’s magneto-56

sphere. This circulation is explained by means of a cycle of dayside and subsequently57

nightside reconnection, known as the Dungey cycle. The plasma circulation is manifested58

also in ionospheric convection at high latitudes. Hence, the large-scale ionospheric con-59

vection pattern has been widely used to infer properties of the more distant solar wind60

- magnetosphere interactions (e.g. Heppner & Maynard, 1987; Cowley & Lockwood, 1992;61

S. E. Haaland et al., 2007; Milan, 2015). While the IMF Bz component in the Geocen-62

tric Solar Magnetic (GSM) reference frame is found to be the most important single pa-63

rameter determining the rate of opening of flux on the dayside, the IMF By component64

is found to be crucial in determining how the newly opened flux on the dayside is trans-65

ported asymmetrically into the nightside lobes, as reflected by large dawn-dusk deflec-66

tions in the ionospheric convection. These deflections are interpreted to be a consequence67
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of the magnetic tension force acting on newly opened field lines in the dayside magne-68

topause region (e.g. Cowley, 1981; Khurana et al., 1996; Tenfjord et al., 2015). Since the69

dayside reconnection line branches into two high-latitude regions of large magnetic shears70

during IMF By conditions (Trattner et al., 2012), the presence of an IMF By component71

leads to oppositely directed dawn-dusk plasma flows on the dayside in the two hemispheres,72

associated with each of the large shear angle regions on the magnetopause.73

Pettigrew et al. (2010) and E. G. Thomas and Shepherd (2018) have presented cli-74

matologies of high-latitude ionospheric convection during each local season. Pettigrew75

et al. (2010) presented results from both hemispheres, revealing profound differences that76

depended on the hemisphere, local season, and the sign of the IMF By component. One77

persistent trend they observed was that the convection in the two hemispheres is gen-78

erally vastly different, even on large scales, since the tilt of Earth’s dipole toward/away79

from the Sun is usually significant (> 10◦ 70% of the time). However, when account-80

ing for both the dipole tilt effect and the hemispheric differences due to the sign of IMF81

By (for the above-mentioned reasons), the high-latitude convection pattern between the82

two hemispheres are largely similar. This suggests that dipole tilt and IMF By are the83

most important parameters in introducing global north-south asymmetry of the mag-84

netosphere.85

Understanding the cause of the dipole tilt effect on the climatology of global con-86

vection (e.g. Pettigrew et al., 2010; E. G. Thomas & Shepherd, 2018) is of great scien-87

tific interest. It has been pointed out that the lobe reconnection process is likely respon-88

sible for hemispheric asymmetries in plasma circulation at polar latitudes, as the lobe89

reconnection process is not bound by the same north-south symmetry constraints as day-90

side reconnection, and can hence operate independently in the two hemispheres (e.g. Chisham91

et al., 2004; Reistad, Laundal, Østgaard, Ohma, Thomas, et al., 2019). This leads to hemi-92

spheric differences in the ionospheric flux transport, often quantified by the cross polar93

cap potential e.g. Pettigrew et al. (2010); E. G. Thomas and Shepherd (2018). Distin-94

guishing convection initiated by processes related to the Dungey cycle (which includes95

both the dayside and nightside reconnection) from convection initiated by lobe recon-96

nection is challenging. This is likely the reason why the lobe reconnection process has97

mainly been studied when the IMF is mainly northward and the IMF By component is98

relatively small, since under these conditions the signatures of lobe reconnection can be99

more readily distinguished from Dungey-type reconnection. However, the question still100

remains: What is the relative contribution of lobe reconnection to the overall convec-101

tion pattern when the IMF has a dominant By component? The question is important,102

as the IMF orientation between 1996-2019 had |IMF By| > |IMF Bz| for 61% of the103

time, and the dipole tilt angle magnitude > 10◦ for 70% of the time.104

The present paper describes an approach for separating the Dungey type convec-105

tion from the plasma circulation entirely on open field lines, where we attribute the lat-106

ter to the lobe reconnection processes. This is made possible by simultaneous observa-107

tions of ionospheric convection and the polar cap boundary. An inherent assumption for108

the separation into the two sources is that the ionospheric plasma circulation is a driven109

process. The method is described in the next section and results are presented in sec-110

tion 3 and discussed in section 4. Section 5 conclude the paper.111

2 Method112

This section describes the various processing steps involved in producing the con-113

vection maps presented in section 3.114
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2.1 Ionospheric convection from SuperDARN115

We use a database of gridded, line-of-sight (LOS) observations of F-region plasma116

drift from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) (Greenwald et al., 1995;117

Chisham et al., 2007). Our database consists of 108 individual LOS observations from118

above 40◦ magnetic latitude in the northern hemisphere from 2010–2016 CE (E. Thomas,119

2020). This is the same data set used to construct the SuperDARN convection model120

by E. G. Thomas and Shepherd (2018), and is restricted to observations made during121

standard operating modes. Furthermore, only 1
2 -hop echoes with slant paths of 800–2000122

km are considered, to optimize accuracy of the geolocation and reduce the influence of123

low-velocity echoes from the E region. These observations are assumed to originate from124

an altitude of 300 km. The gridded data set has a spatial resolution of ∼ 100 km and125

a temporal resolution of 2 min (Ruohoniemi & Baker, 1998).126

Similar to Newell et al. (2004) we convert the observed LOS velocities to the Sun-127

fixed magnetic local time/magnetic latitude (MLT/MLAT) frame based on their Alti-128

tude Adjusted Corrected GeoMagnetic coordinates (AACGM) (Baker & Wing, 1989) be-129

fore estimating the average convection. We interpret the ionospheric convection in terms130

of magnetic flux transport within the magnetosphere, and we argue that this inertial frame131

is the most appropriate for analyzing these processes. This correction for co-rotation is132

done by adding a projection of the eastward co-rotation velocity to the LOS observation.133

As pointed out by Newell et al. (2004), this correction causes the dawn cell to increase134

in size at the expense of the dusk cell, as the co-rotation component will be along the135

direction of the return flow at dawn, but opposite to the return flow at dusk. The effects136

of this correction on the results are further discussed in section 4.137

2.2 Solar wind and IMF observations138

Simultaneous solar wind and IMF observations are obtained from the 1 min OMNI139

database (King & Papitashvili, 2005). This data product contains the upstream solar140

wind conditions time-shifted to the bow shock nose. We have assigned each SuperDARN141

observation a corresponding solar wind and IMF observation based on an average of a142

30 min window. We use an approach similar to that outlined by S. E. Haaland et al. (2007),143

and define the window to be from 20 min prior to the OMNI observations to 10 min af-144

ter. The stability of the IMF in the GSM Y−Z plane in this window is judged by the145

length of the bias vector, as defined by S. E. Haaland et al. (2007), and we use 0.96 as146

a threshold to be consistent with their method. This threshold is in general satisfied ∼147

51 % of the time in the solar wind, and efficiently removes intervals of varying IMF ori-148

entations.149

2.3 Auroral oval radius from AMPERE150

To scale the convection to the open-closed field line boundary we need simultane-151

ous estimates of this boundary in the northern hemisphere. We use the data set of cir-152

cle fits to the Region 1/Region 2 (R1/R2) Birkeland current as observed by the Active153

Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE) (Milan,154

2019). The circle fits have been estimated using a method outlined by Milan et al. (2015)155

where the sum of the absolute value of the AMPERE Birkeland current density along156

the circle is minimized by varying the circle radius and center location. This method ef-157

fectively places the circle between the two bands of R1/R2 currents. When the R1/R2158

current system is clearly observed by AMPERE the method is reliable. We use the same159

criteria to judge the goodness of fit as Milan et al. (2015). This is based on how much160

the integrated current density along circles of varying radius change, see Figure 1b in161

Milan et al. (2015). We applying their suggested threshold value of 0.15 µA/m, which162

is is fulfilled 85% of the time in the northern hemisphere AMPERE data set from 2010–163

2016.164
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The reason why we utilize the AMPERE circle fit determined simultaneous to the165

convection measurements, is to normalize the ionospheric convection to the Open/Closed166

field-line Boundary (OCB). However, the R1/R2 circle fit from AMPERE systematically167

places the boundary equatorward of the OCB. To correct for this we take into account168

the typical distance between the OCB and the R1/R2 boundary. A. G. Burrell et al. (2020)169

did a comparison between simultaneous R1/R2 boundaries from AMPERE and OCB170

boundaries determined from electron precipitation measured by the Defense Meteoro-171

logical Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites F16–18. They found an average difference172

of ∼ 3◦, with a slight MLT variation. We employ their MLT-dependent correction as173

expressed in their equation 1, using the “median coefficients”.174

2.4 Scaling convection to the OCB175

When a simultaneous reliable OCB estimate from AMPERE is available, we con-176

vert the gridded SuperDARN LOS observations into a new reference frame that is or-177

dered with respect to the OCB and its center location. We use the ocbpy Python pack-178

age (A. Burrell & Chisham, 2020) to convert each measurement location from AACGM179

to an OCB-oriented latitude/MLT polar grid, where the pole is the centre of the the AM-180

PERE circle fit. The location of each measurement is in this way scaled with distance181

from the inferred OCB location. To do this one must choose a size of the scaled polar182

cap. We choose an OCB radius of 15◦ which is the typical OCB radius during the con-183

ditions presented in this analysis. Scaling convection to the OCB has been described ear-184

lier by Chisham (2017). They pointed out that for a large versus small polar cap, the185

same transpolar transport of flux (often referred to as cross polar cap potential) would186

result in different observed convection electric field. We therefore also scale the convec-187

tion electric field measurement itself to the simultaneous polar cap size, using equation188

3 in Chisham (2017). This scaling is a built-in feature in the ocbpy package used, which189

also provides the transformed vector components in the OCB frame used in the further190

analysis.191

2.5 Representing the average convection map from the selected obser-192

vations193

The analysis presented in this paper is based on the same technique as described194

in Reistad, Laundal, Østgaard, Ohma, Haaland, et al. (2019); Reistad, Laundal, Østgaard,195

Ohma, Thomas, et al. (2019) to represent the average convection pattern based on the196

selection of observations described above using Spherical Elementary Current Systems197

(SECS) (Amm, 1997; Amm & Viljanen, 1999; Amm et al., 2010). Similar as Reistad, Laun-198

dal, Østgaard, Ohma, Thomas, et al. (2019), we use an equal area grid defined along cir-199

cles of constant latitude with circle spacing of 2◦, and a total of 480 grid cells above 60◦200

for the SECS nodes. One improvement relative to the methodology of Reistad, Laun-201

dal, Østgaard, Ohma, Thomas, et al. (2019) is that we omit the intermediate step of pro-202

ducing binned averages before representing the convection electric field using SECS. In-203

stead, we perform a direct inversion using the individual (OCB scaled) observations. The204

SECS representation is found by solving a linear inverse problem of the same form as205

presented in Reistad, Laundal, Østgaard, Ohma, Thomas, et al. (2019), using damped206

least squares by applying Tikhonov regularization (e.g. Tikhonov et al. (2013). The reg-207

ularization parameter for each inverse problem is determined through L-curve analysis.208

The regularization is needed to avoid the problem of over fitting by damping the norm209

of the solution vector. The challenge with the spherical elementary functions having a210

singularity at the location of the node is treated as suggested by H. Vanhamäki and L.211

Juusola (2020), namely to redefine the elementary function close to the node. We here212

use an arc length of half the SECS node separation as the limit of where the function213

is redefined.214
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As shown in the third row of Figure 1, the observational coverage changes signif-215

icantly for the different intervals of the dipole tilt angle. This is a known issue with Su-216

perDARN, and is due to seasonal changes in High Frequency (HF) radio propagation con-217

ditions. Seasonal changes in the decameter-scale, ionospheric irregularities that produce218

the back scattered HF signal combine with the geographic distribution of the radars and219

the offset of the geomagnetic pole to create a bias in MLT of the radars when sorting220

by dipole tilt. To mitigate some of these effects, we weight the observations based on the221

coverage maps presented in the third row of Figure 1. An even MLT/MLAT weighting222

is employed by using the weight factor w = 1/n where n is the number of observations223

in the grid cell that the observation fall within. To avoid placing too much weight on ar-224

eas of sparse coverage, we place an upper limit of this weight by setting wmax = 1/nlim225

when n < nlim. Regions with n < nlim are filled with white in the third row of Fig-226

ure 1. In all plots using SuperDARN data we use nlim = 100.227

A weak boundary condition of ~Eeast = 0 at a location 10◦ equatorward of the OCB228

is imposed on the solution. This is implemented by adding synthetic observations of zero229

velocity drift in the northward direction in a ring at this location, with an increased weight230

compared to the actual observations. Its location is indicated by the dashed black line231

in Figure 1. This is similar to the Heppner-Maynard boundary used in the map poten-232

tial fit technique applied to SuperDARN observations (e.g. Shepherd & Ruohoniemi, 2000;233

Chisham et al., 2007), and is used to ensure that the return flow is confined to a region234

in vicinity of the auroral zone. Similar zero flow implementations are used in most rep-235

resentations of average ionospheric convection (e.g. Heppner & Maynard, 1987; S. E. Haa-236

land et al., 2007; Cousins & Shepherd, 2010; Fogg et al., 2020).237

2.6 Polar cap convection from Cluster Electron Drift Instrument - EDI238

To test the robustness of the trends of the high latitude normalized convection maps239

produced from the combined SuperDARN and AMPERE data set, we present an inde-240

pendent convection analysis from measurements originating mainly from the lobes. In241

this way we can also address our interpretation of the SuperDARN/AMPERE results242

in terms of a magnetospheric origin, as the magnetospheric observations from the Elec-243

tron Drift Instrument (EDI) (Paschmann et al., 1997) on board the Cluster spacecraft244

are simply mapped to the ionosphere using the Tsyganenko 2002 model (Tsyganenko,245

2002a, 2002b) assuming equipotential field lines. Hence, the mapped convection presented246

in Figures 4-6 should not be affected by the local ionospheric conditions in the same way247

as measurements from SuperDARN, making them a more direct description of the mange-248

tospheric magnetic flux transport.249

It has been demonstrated that the EDI mapping technique reproduces the well-known250

features of the high-latitude convection pattern in both hemispheres (S. E. Haaland et251

al., 2007; Förster et al., 2015). One further advantage of this data set for our purpose252

is that the Cluster spacecraft spends large portions of the time of its highly elliptical po-253

lar orbit in the magnetotail lobes. Hence, the vast majority of the mapped convection254

measurements originate above |80◦| magnetic latitude, which is ideal for investigating255

the influence of the lobe reconnection process. On the other hand the majority of EDI256

measurements are from the period 2001–2005, during which the OCB was not contin-257

uously monitored. Requiring simultaneous OCB estimates would significantly reduce the258

already sparse number of EDI measurements available for this type of analysis; thus EDI259

convection measurements are not scaled to the OCB.260

It is desirable to examine the influence on the convection pattern by dipole tilt an-261

gle Ψ, since Ψ has a large influence on the lobe reconnection process (Crooker & Rich,262

1993; Wilder et al., 2010; Koustov et al., 2017; Yakymenko et al., 2018; Reistad, Laun-263

dal, Østgaard, Ohma, Thomas, et al., 2019). However, the correlation between Ψ and264

MLT of the Cluster orbit produces highly uneven sampling of the high latitude regions265
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when Ψ is large. To compensate for this bias, we take advantage of our knowledge of the266

global coupled two-hemisphere system as well as Cluster’s orbit as follows. Cluster has267

its apogee in the tail around the September equinox, so the intervals of large positive and268

negative tilt favor observations toward the dawn and dusk flanks, respectively. Since the269

high latitude electrodynamics in the two hemispheres are known to be largely similar when270

comparing the same local season (opposite Ψ) under opposite IMF By orientations (e.g.271

Pettigrew et al., 2010), we here combine measurements from the northern and southern272

lobes in this manner to increase the data coverage. In this way, we obtain sufficient sam-273

pling coverage of the combined polar regions during both positive and negative dipole274

tilt intervals. The weighting and regularization scheme used with the SuperDARN data275

is also employed for the EDI data analysis. We note that each mapped EDI measure-276

ment represent a 2D vector measurement, in contrast to the LOS measurements from277

SuperDARN. For the EDI analysis, we use nlim = 10 in the weighting scheme. The same278

weak boundary constraint of Eeast = 0 is imposed at 60◦ modified apex magnetic lat-279

itude (Richmond, 1995).280

The Cluster EDI data was downloaded from the Cluster Science Archive (Laakso281

et al., 2010), re-sampled to 1 min resolution and mapped to the ionosphere using the method282

outlined by S. E. Haaland et al. (2007). For convenience, our approach is summarized283

in the following paragraph.284

The location of Cluster is mapped to 300 km using the Tsyganenko 2002 model.285

To get the direction of the EDI convection in the ionosphere, a location displaced a dis-286

tance d from Cluster’s location in the direction of the measured convection is also mapped287

to 300 km. The magnitude of d is set to 50 km ·
√
Bi/Bm, where Bi and Bm are the288

magnitude of the model magnetic field in the ionosphere and magnetosphere, respectively.289

With this choice, the mapped positions are always displaced by roughly 50 km in the iono-290

sphere regardless of Cluster’s position in the magnetosphere. Finally, the magnitude of291

the measured convection is scaled by
√
Bm/Bi to give the corresponding plasma con-292

vection at 300 km. To be consistent with the SuperDARN data processing, we apply no293

correction for co-rotation as the EDI observations represent the convection in the iner-294

tial frame.295

2.7 Separation on local season296

Throughout the manuscript, we use the terms dipole tilt (Ψ) and local season (sum-297

mer/winter) interchangeably. However, all data selection is based on the value of Ψ at298

the time of observation. Two different geophysical aspects are highly correlated with the299

dipole tilt angle, and are more accurately quantified using the dipole tilt angle rather300

than a single scalar representing geographic season (e.g. day of year):301

1. The degree of solar illumination of the high magnetic latitude region.302

2. Magnetic field geometry at the dayside magnetosphere where IMF interaction take303

place (dayside and lobe reconnection).304

For the investigations presented here, the latter is likely the most relevant for explain-305

ing our results, as will be elaborated on in section 4. Hence, when referring to a local306

season (often more convenient as it will make the argument apply to both hemispheres),307

it will relate to a particular dipole tilt interval, depending on hemisphere, and its im-308

plications on the dayside field geometry should be kept in mind. For the SuperDARN309

analysis from the northern hemisphere, we hence refer to local winter when Ψ is nega-310

tive, and summer when Ψ is positive. Since we combine hemispheres in the EDI anal-311

ysis, the particular Ψ interval used when referring to local summer/winter will depend312

on in which hemisphere the observation originate.313
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Figure 1. Northern hemisphere convection patterns normalized to the OCB when the IMF

clock angle θ is in the range [45◦, 90◦], as also indicated in the small dial inset in the top left

corner. Columns: Different intervals of the dipole tilt angle Ψ. Solid black circle in each panel

indicate the OCB location to which the convection has been normalized. The imposed Eeast = 0

boundary is shown with a dashed black circle. Top row: SECS amplitudes (what is solved for

in the inversion) describing the convection electric field. Second row: Convection electric field

described by the SECS representation. Magnitude of ~E in color, vector pins in white. Third row:

Coverage shown as number of observations on an equal area grid. Bottom row: Electric potential

as described with the SECS amplitudes in the top row. Contour interval is 2 kV. Number of

closed contours (in kV) inside the polar cap, ∆Φ, is printed below each panel.

3 Results314

3.1 Ionospheric convection for IMF By-dominated conditions: Super-315

DARN measurements normalized to OCB316

In Figure 1 we show our results of the average convection when the IMF clock an-317

gle θ is in the range [45◦, 90◦]. The five columns represent different intervals of the dipole318

tilt angle Ψ, ranging from local winter conditions in the leftmost column, to local sum-319

mer in the rightmost column, as all data is from northern hemisphere. In all panels, a320

solid circle at 75◦ latitude marks the location of the OCB used to normalize the convec-321

tion as described in the previous section. The ~Eeast = 0 boundary location is also in-322

dicated by a dashed black circle. The top row shows the solution of the inversion described323

in section 2.5. In our application, these SECS amplitudes are proportional to ∇· ~E (Reistad,324

Laundal, Østgaard, Ohma, Haaland, et al., 2019) and hence also ∇×~v, where ~E and325
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~v are the convection electric field and ionospheric convection field, respectively. Hence,326

the amplitudes reflect the degree of vorticity in the ionospheric convection. As expected,327

the largest SECS node amplitudes tend to lie along or near the OCB, reflecting the global328

two-cell convection pattern which is typically associated with a strong shear (Chisham329

et al., 2009; Chisham, 2017). Due to the OCB normalization, one can judge to what ex-330

tent the SECS amplitudes changes inside or outside the polar cap. In Figure 1 we ob-331

serve a notable increase in SECS node amplitudes within the polar cap with increasing332

Ψ, suggesting that the source of this increased circulation is on open field lines.333

The second row in Figure 1 shows the magnitude of the electric field represented334

by the SECS amplitudes. We evaluate the electric field on grid points that are between335

the SECS nodes shown in the upper row, in order to eliminate the singularities close to336

the nodes. Bin colors and white pins respectively indicate the electric field magnitude337

and direction. The largest electric field values are typically located in the polar cap. Dur-338

ing local winter, this represents mainly transpolar transport, but for increasing Ψ the339

polar cap convection become stronger and more variation in direction inside the polar340

cap is seen. We also note the apparently stronger convection electric field in the dawn-341

side return flow region compared to the duskside return flow. As pointed out by Newell342

et al. (2004), this is expected when the plasma convection is represented in the inertial343

frame.344

The third row shows the data coverage in each Ψ interval. The color represents the345

number of observations on the same equal area grid as the SECS model is evaluated on346

(second row). Cells with less than 100 LOS observations are shown as white. For the data347

selection in Figure 1 this is only the case at latitudes equatorward of the ~Eeast = 0 bound-348

ary. We also print the number of individual LOS observations included in the inversion349

as well as the average dayside reconnection rate during these observations ΦD using the350

Milan et al. (2012) coupling function. From these coverage panels it is evident that the351

spatial coverage is changing with season.352

The fourth row shows the electric potential associated with the SECS amplitudes353

in the top row with a 2 kV contour spacing, evaluated on the same grid as used in the354

second and third row. As explained by Reistad, Laundal, Østgaard, Ohma, Haaland, et355

al. (2019), the potential Φ(~r) is found by summing the potential from each SECS node,356

which is given by the integral of the SECS curl-free elementary function from the node357

to ~r. The general two-cell convection pattern is seen, with a round cell at dusk and a cres-358

cent cell at dawn due to the positive IMF By conditions. The purpose of this study is359

to estimate the amount of plasma circulation solely within the polar cap associated with360

the selection conditions. An inherent assumption is that these averages represent a static361

equilibrium situation during these conditions. Due to the normalization scheme, the num-362

ber of closed contours inside the polar cap (∆Φ) is a measure of the circulation of plasma363

within the polar cap during these conditions, which we interpret as a signature of lobe364

reconnection. This number, ∆Φ, is printed below each panel in the bottom row corre-365

sponding to the potential difference between the two black crosses (the cross at the OCB366

line is placed the OCB maximum (minimum) Φ location for negative (positive) IMF By).367

In addition, the overall minimum and maximum potential values associated with the dusk368

and dawn cell, respectively, is printed in the lower corners of each panel, and their sum369

represent the cross polar cap potential.370

Figure 2 shows the results for θ ∈ [−90◦,−45◦] in the same format as Figure 1.371

Now the tension force on the newly reconnected field lines (both dayside and lobe re-372

connection) acts in the opposite direction compared to Figure 1, making the high lat-373

itude convection pattern vastly different. However, some similar trends are seen as for374

positive IMF By in Figure 1. Specifically, the largest convection electric fields are inside375

the polar cap, there is primarily transpolar convection in local winter (northern hemi-376

sphere), and the convection streamlines are increasingly circular inside the polar cap (po-377

tential contours) for increasing Ψ. A seemingly big difference between the electric po-378
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Figure 2. The same format as Figure 1, but for θ ∈ [−90◦,−45◦].
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Figure 3. Maps of electric potential on the same format as bottom panel in Figure 1, but for

θ ∈ [80◦, 100◦] in the top row and θ ∈ [−100◦,−80◦] in the bottom row. Contour interval is 2 kV.

tential contours in Figure 1 and 2 is the apparent size of the dawn convection cell. Since379

lobe reconnection leads to circulation in the same direction as the dusk cell for positive380

IMF By, the dusk cell increases in magnitude for increased lobe reconnection for pos-381

itive IMF By. This is what we see in Figure 1, where the dusk cell is weaker in magni-382

tude than the dawn cell when Ψ ≤ −15◦ but of similar magnitude when Ψ ≥ 15◦. The383

opposite effect is seen in Figure 2 where IMF By is negative. Here lobe reconnection en-384

hances the dawn convection cell, making it increase in strength. In addition, in Figure385

2 the dusk cell is seen to reduce in strength for increasing Ψ, while the dawn cell at the386

same time grows more than the increased circulation inside the polar cap.387

To investigate the influence of lobe reconnection when the IMF is purely in the east-388

west direction, we show the same analysis for the IMF clock angle interval |θ| ∈ [80◦, 100◦]389

in Figure 3. In general, the ionospheric convection pattern is stronger compared to Fig-390

ures 1 and 2 since increased θ leads to increased ΦD. For the positive IMF By interval391

(top row in Figure 3) there is relatively little lobe circulation inside the polar cap, only392

3 kV, compared to 5 kV when θ ∈ [45◦, 90◦]. For negative IMF By, slightly stronger393

polar cap circulation is also seen for the pure By interval in the bottom row in Figure394

3, indicating 6 kV, compared to 7 kV in Figure 2. Similar to Figures 1 and 2, Figure 3395

also shows that for increasing Ψ, the convection inside the polar cap becomes more cir-396

cular compared to the pure transpolar convection seen when Ψ < −15◦.397

3.2 Ionospheric convection during IMF By conditions: Results from mapped398

Cluster EDI observations399

As an independent test of the trends reported above, we also show analysis of an400

independent data set to address the significance of the very different ionospheric con-401

vection seen in the polar cap for negative versus positive Ψ conditions during IMF By402

periods. As pointed out in section 2.6, the EDI data coverage does not allow the same403

strict criteria on Ψ as used with SuperDARN. Therefore, the local seasons are here based404

on data when |Ψ| > 5◦ and combining hemispheres as described in section 2.6. The com-405

parison with the mapped EDI results is highly relevant, as these measurements are not406

affected in the same way by the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. The magnetospheric407

convection measurements are simply mapped along the magnetic field lines, assuming408

no potential drop along the field. Figures 4–6 show the results of the mapped Cluster409

EDI data set in the same format as Figures 1–3. We have combined the two hemisphere410
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Figure 4. Analysis of the Cluster EDI data, mapped to the ionosphere. Except for the nor-

malization to the OCB (no normalization is done here, the black circles that follow the ridge

of the crescent convection cell is here only shown for reference), the processing and the format

of this figure is identical to Figure 1. As indicated in the top title and clock angle dial, we here

combine data from both hemispheres when they are exposed to similar local IMF By and dipole

tilt forcing.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4 but for the opposite IMF By direction as indicated with the clock

angle dial.

and this “pairing” is indicated in the IMF dial inset with letters “N” and “S”. Regions411

with less than 10 observations per grid cell are filled with white. The EDI data set is suited412

for this investigation as the majority of its measurements originate from the magneto-413

tail lobes, as is evident in the coverage panels in Figures 4–5. Although a similar scal-414

ing to the OCB is not possible for this data set due to the sparsity of both observations415

and reliable global estimates of the OCB, the trends at high latitudes can still be com-416

pared to the normalized maps in Figures 1–3. To aid this comparison, we have indicated417

a likely location of the average OCB in the Cluster EDI maps presented in Figures 4–418

6 as a circle that follow the potential ridge on the crescent convection cell. Similar to419

the SuperDARN analysis, we have applied the same zero electric field constraint to the420

SECS inversion 10◦ equatorward of this assumed average OCB location. Although these421

estimated ∆Φ values from the mapped EDI measurements should not be directly com-422

pared to the SuperDARN analysis above, since a normalization is not performed, the in-423

crease in ∆Φ from local winter to local summer is in qualitative agreement with the nor-424

malized SuperDARN convection maps.425

Differences and similarities between the EDI and SuperDARN derived convection426

maps will be discussed further in the next section.427
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Figure 6. Maps of electric potential in the same format as bottom panel in Figure 4. The two

rows combine IMF By directions in the two hemispheres in the two possible ways (that will not

average out the IMF By forcing), as indicated with the clock angle dial. Contour interval is 2 kV.

4 Discussion428

4.1 Interpretation in terms of lobe reconnection rate429

Quantitative estimates of the contribution from lobe reconnection to high-latitude430

plasma convection are presently lacking in our system-level description of IMF By dom-431

inated periods. This study was designed to target this gap in knowledge by developing432

methods that allow for quantitative estimates of the average ionospheric plasma circu-433

lation solely within the polar cap when IMF By dominates. We largely build on previ-434

ous work (Reistad, Laundal, Østgaard, Ohma, Haaland, et al., 2019; Reistad, Laundal,435

Østgaard, Ohma, Thomas, et al., 2019) that used the same SECS representation of the436

ionospheric convection as presented here. Reistad, Laundal, Østgaard, Ohma, Thomas,437

et al. (2019), who focused on pure northward IMF intervals, argued that the strong cou-438

pling between the polar ionosphere and the magnetosphere makes the high latitude iono-439

spheric convection to first order reflect the forcing from the magnetosphere. Under this440

assumption, the ionospheric plasma circulation solely within the polar cap seen in Fig-441

ures 1–3 reflects its magnetospheric origin. This interpretation is supported by the EDI442

measurements of plasma convection mainly from the lobes and high altitude polar cap443

regions showing a similar plasma circulation (Figures 4–6). This type of magnetospheric444

lobe circulation was also seen by S. Haaland et al. (2008) during IMF By dominated pe-445

riods in the Cluster EDI data, without mapping the measurements to the ionosphere.446

This behavior is expected from the lobe reconnection process, and is often referred to447

as stirring of lobe flux (e.g. Reiff & Burch, 1985; Milan et al., 2020). In the following dis-448

cussion we interpret our quantified measure of plasma circulation within the polar cap,449

∆Φ, as an estimate of an average lobe reconnection rate associated with the data selec-450

tion conditions.451

An important result from the presented OCB normalized convection maps is that452

significant ∆Φ is seen when IMF By dominates. This highlights that lobe reconnection453

likely plays an important role in high latitude electrodynamics when IMF By is dom-454

inant. When IMF Bz ∼ 0, Figure 3 indicates that ∆Φ is slightly smaller than when the455
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absolute value of the IMF clock angle, |θ| ∼ 70◦; ∆Φ nevertheless lies in the range 3–456

6 kV on average during local summer conditions. This finding stands somewhat in con-457

trast to the lobe reconnection coupling parameter ERC = V BT cos4 (|θ|) proposed by458

Wilder et al. (2008), which is designed to favor northward IMF and approach 0 as θ ap-459

proaches ±90◦. This coupling parameter expresses an electric field associated with the460

reversed convection seen during northward IMF, and is intended to represent the lobe461

reconnection electric field. Here V and BT denote the solar wind velocity and transverse462

component of the IMF, respectively. The large exponent causes the value of ERC to rapidly463

approach 0 with increasing |θ|, in contrast to results presented in the previous section.464

Comparing the lobe reconnection rate inferred during pure northward IMF by Reistad,465

Laundal, Østgaard, Ohma, Thomas, et al. (2019) (4 kV in winter, 8 kV in summer) to466

the lobe reconnection rate during the IMF By intervals considered here, it appears that467

that the Wilder et al. (2008) coupling parameter is not applicable when |IMF By| & |IMF468

Bz|. However, we note that the Wilder et al. (2008) coupling parameter (E-field [V/m])469

is not directly comparable to the reconnection rate which we address here [Wb/s = V]470

as the length of the lobe reconnection x-line may vary with IMF clock angle. Although471

the effect of lobe reconnection during IMF By periods has not been quantified on an av-472

erage basis earlier, its qualitative influence has been suggested by (e.g. Reiff & Burch,473

1985; Crooker & Rich, 1993; Nishida et al., 1998; Sandholt et al., 1998; Frey et al., 2004).474

4.2 Hemispheric differences in asymmetric IMF By forcing due to dipole475

tilt476

When discussing high latitude convection cells during IMF By periods, the dawn477

and dusk convection cells are often referred to as “round” and “crescent.” We also use478

this terminology to avoid repeating both the sign of IMF By and the hemisphere under479

consideration.480

Another feature evident in both the OCB normalized and to some extent the mapped481

EDI convection maps, is that the round convection cell is distinctively more circular dur-482

ing local summer than during local winter. This can be seen especially in Figures 1–3,483

where the ionospheric convection is mainly across the polar cap in local winter. Since484

the convection has been normalized to the OCB (black circle), we can here determine485

that the turning of the convection flow on the round cell on the dayside from return flow486

(sunward) into transpolar flow (anti-sunward) takes place outside the OCB for Ψ < −15◦.487

For increasing values of Ψ, this transition takes place more and more inside the OCB.488

This is different from the crescent cell that looks similar in shape on the dayside regard-489

less of season, with largest shear near the OCB. We suggest that this seasonal behaviour490

of the dayside polar cap flow with IMF By is the same effect as reported by Milan et al.491

(2001), observing similar seasonal IMF By signatures of the dayside ionospheric convec-492

tion between 76◦−81◦ MLAT from a single beam of the CUTLASS radar. Our results493

provide more context, as we present an average of the entire high latitude region and also494

normalize the convection to the OCB. Nevertheless, our interpretation is similar to that495

of Milan et al. (2001) in the sense that we attribute the strong east/west flows on the496

round cell to the tension force acting on the newly reconnected field lines (both merg-497

ing with closed and open field lines). The seasonal differences suggest that the tension498

force transmitted to the winter and summer ionospheres is very different. For example,499

if the dayside reconnection takes place at a distance away from the sub-solar region to-500

ward higher latitudes as the maximum shear model suggests (Trattner et al., 2012), the501

tension on the winter hemisphere footpoint of the newly opened field lines will have a502

less direct influence compared to the summer hemisphere.503

This interpretation has implications for how we describe IMF By forcing of the magnetosphere-504

ionosphere system (Khurana et al., 1996; Tenfjord et al., 2015, 2018; Reistad et al., 2016;505

Østgaard et al., 2018; Ohma et al., 2018). A By component is induced in the magneto-506

sphere in response to IMF By due to how the tension on newly reconnected field lines507
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(from both dayside and lobe reconnection) lead to asymmetric magnetic flux distribu-508

tions in the lobes in the two hemispheres. If the two hemispheres are forced differently509

in this regard (tension force has less direct influence in winter hemisphere end, and lobe510

reconnection is mainly in summer hemisphere), as our results suggest, the asymmetric511

IMF forcing will be different in the two lobes. Our results suggest that the summer hemi-512

sphere is more prone to the asymmetric addition of flux, while flux is more symmetri-513

cally added into the winter hemisphere. In addition, since the lobe reconnection process514

is more efficient in the summer hemisphere, as also numerous earlier studies have sug-515

gested (e.g. Crooker & Rich, 1993; Frey et al., 2004; Koustov et al., 2017; Reistad, Laun-516

dal, Østgaard, Ohma, Thomas, et al., 2019), this will add to the north/south asymme-517

try of the tension forces mentioned above, and also contribute to an asymmetric redis-518

tribution of flux, mainly within the summer hemisphere lobe. Hence, we suggest that519

the combination of the north/south differences in tension force and the north/south dif-520

ferences in lobe reconnection rate leads to the large observed differences in the polar iono-521

spheric convection patterns for positive versus negative dipole tilt conditions. This im-522

plies that during intervals of significant dipole tilt and IMF By (which is the typical sit-523

uation), one hemisphere will experience more asymmetric forcing of the lobes than the524

other. This asymmetric asymmetry situation is common, and will affect the closed field525

line region differently in the two hemispheres.526

4.3 Comparison of normalized SuperDARN and EDI convection maps527

Although the same OCB normalization was not possible for the EDI analysis, the528

results show a number of trends consistent with the normalized convection from Super-529

DARN, some of which was pointed out above. The more circular convection pattern on530

the round convection cell during local summer compared to local winter is seen also in531

the EDI analysis for both IMF By directions, see e.g. Figure 6. However, the lobe re-532

connection rate can not be directly quantified without the OCB normalization scheme.533

In Figures 4-6 we have drawn a circle at 74.5◦ MLAT, which is close to the ridge of the534

electric potential on the crescent cell, to suggest a possible location of the average OCB.535

However, as the measurements are not normalized to such a boundary, we put more em-536

phasis on ∆Φ inferred from the SuperDARN analysis. It is therefore questionable whether537

the strong ∆Φ seen in Figure 6 actually reflects the lobe reconnection rate during these538

conditions as the corresponding analysis based on OCB normalized data in Figure 3 has539

more moderate values. We also point out that the OCB frame is on average shifted to-540

wards the nightside, making the circle centered at the magnetic pole in Figures 4-6 less541

accurate for representing an average OCB at all MLTs. The processing steps involved542

in both analyses shown here are prone to uncertainties from each of the multiple steps543

involved, and we encourage the community to test these results with independent data544

and model analysis to better understand the quantitative impact of the lobe reconnec-545

tion process on the high latitude electrodynamics. Uncertainties related to variations in546

the underlying data has been investigated using bootstrap re-sampling (e.g. Efron & Tib-547

shirani, 1994). We have drawn 50 bootstrap samples (of the same size as number of data548

points, drawn with replacement) for each θ and Ψ interval to repeat the above described549

analysis using the same regularization parameter, but updating the weighting based on550

the re-sampled coverage. The results of the 50 different model realizations produced very551

similar results for the SuperDARN analysis. This is likely related to the large number552

of observations (typically several millions individual LOS measurements) resulting in a553

well defined average convection pattern in each sample. The standard deviation of the554

estimated cross polar cap potentials and ∆Φ from analysis of the 50 different bootstrap555

samples are all in the range 0.01−0.13 kV. However, this uncertainty only reflects the556

underlying variability of the data, describing how well an average convection pattern is557

determined using the normalization and inversion scheme described. Any additional bi-558

ases and uncertainty that may have been introduced as part of our normalization and559
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inversion scheme are not captured by this metric. For the EDI analysis, the bootstrap560

variations are in the range 0.4− 3.1 kV for the cross polar cap potential.561

It is debated whether the dipole tilt can significantly modulate the dayside recon-562

nection rate (e.g. Cliver et al., 2000; Lockwood et al., 2020). In any case, its effect on563

Dungey type convection must be the same in both hemispheres. Therefore, the Dungey564

type potential should be comparable between intervals of the same absolute dipole tilt565

angle, i.e. comparing columns 1 and 5 and column 2 and 4 in Figures 1-3. We define the566

Dungey potential ΦDungey as the maximum potential difference across the entire map567

(cross polar cap potential) minus the contribution from polar cap circulation, ∆Φ. In568

Figure 7a we show ΦDungey for the four different IMF clock angle (θ) intervals presented569

in this study, from the SuperDARN analysis only. No severe differences in ΦDungey is570

seen across season. Furthermore, comparing positive and negative dipole tilt intervals,571

ΦDungey is similar within 4 kV during the same θ interval. These differences are typi-572

cally smaller than the corresponding values deduced from the cross polar potential re-573

ported by E. G. Thomas and Shepherd (2018) in their Table 2 for similar IMF and sea-574

son selections. We suggest that the small variations in ΦDungey reported here is due to575

the subtraction of the plasma circulation associated with the lobe reconnection process.576

We also note that for the 80◦ < |θ| < 100◦ conditions, opposite signs of IMF By and577

dipole tilt show a slight asymmetry, suggesting slightly elevated values of ΦDungey when578

Φ and IMF By has opposite signs. These are the same conditions that have recently been579

shown to be associated with enhancements in the westward electrojets (Holappa & Mur-580

sula, 2018), radius of the R1/R2 current system (Reistad et al., 2020), energetic electron581

precipitation (Holappa et al., 2020), and substorm onset frequency (Ohma et al., 2021).582

Our inferred ΦDungey when 80◦ < |θ| < 100◦ hence supports that the previous men-583

tioned asymmetries (Holappa & Mursula, 2018; Reistad et al., 2020; Ohma et al., 2021)584

can be explained by the dayside reconnection rate being affected by the combination of585

dipole tilt and IMF By (Reistad et al., 2020; Ohma et al., 2021). However, further in-586

vestigations are needed to confirm this.587

For completeness, Figure 7b show ∆Φ on the same format as the upper panel, sum-588

marizing Figures 1-3, indicating larger values of ∆Φ during negative versus positive IMF589

By. We also note that the bootstrap uncertainties described in the above paragraph is590

not visible on the scale in Figure 7. As a quantitative estimate of the overall importance591

of lobe reconnection compared to the Dungey cycle circulation during IMF By dominated592

periods in local summer, we compute the ratio 〈∆Φ〉/〈ΦDungey〉. Considering all four593

θ intervals during the two largest Ψ intervals in Figure 7, this ratio is 16%. Furthermore,594

this ratio is larger for the |θ| ∈ [45◦, 90◦] intervals (20%) compared to the |θ| ∈ [80◦, 100◦]595

intervals (12%).596

There are also features in the presented convection maps that we are not able to597

explain. One is the decrease of the dusk cell magnitude with increasing dipole tilt in the598

SuperDARN analysis during negative IMF By as seen in Figures 2 and 3. Although the599

Dungey type potential shows consistent values across seasons, as pointed out above, the600

relative strengths of the dawn and dusk cells are not as expected when comparing sum-601

mer and winter. During positive IMF By this does not seem to be an issue. It has been602

pointed out that ionospheric plasma convection in darkness is in general more structured603

than when sunlit (e.g. Cumnock et al., 1995). Due to the spatial resolution of the Su-604

perDARN measurements and the global averaging approach we have applied to the data,605

any local ionospheric differences (such as the structuring mentioned above) may have an606

impact on the results that makes the interpretation in terms of a magnetospheric source607

challenging when comparing sunlit vs. dark ionospheres. The trends seen in SuperDARN608

regarding the relative size of the dawn and dusk cell for ± IMF By are not evident in609

the EDI analysis, which may not be affected by the local ionospheric conditions in the610

same way. The EDI results show an opposite trend, if any, in the size of the dusk cell611

during negative IMF By for winter versus summer.612
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Figure 7. a) Dungey type potential ΦDungey estimated from the SuperDARN analysis for

the four different IMF clock angle intervals, θ. We define ΦDungey as the total potential differ-

ence across the high latitudes, minus ∆Φ. The x-axis corresponds to the different intervals of the

dipole tilt angle. b) ∆Φ (inferred lobe reconnection rate) on the same format as the above panel.

As mentioned in section 2, the relative size of the dawn an dusk cell is affected by613

the co-rotation correction. Since we want to interpret the ionospheric convection in terms614

of flux-transport in a Sun-fixed magnetosphere, we argue that the most relevant frame615

to analyse this process is the inertial MLT/MLAT frame as shown here. This choice of616

reference frame also has some influence on the circulation seen inside the polar cap, ∆Φ.617

If we do not correct for co-rotation in the SuperDARN analysis, we observe stronger ∆Φ618

for positive IMF By (8 kV for Ψ > 15◦, θ ∈ [45◦, 90◦]) and weaker ∆Φ for negative619

IMF By (3 kV for Ψ > 15◦, θ ∈ [−90◦,−45◦]), compared to the results presented in620

Figures 1-2. However, the influence from the choice of reference frame should not be very621

different for the different dipole tilt intervals studied.622

Despite the challenges mentioned, the trends we see with a significantly rounder623

convection cell in local summer versus local winter is a feature persistent throughout our624

entire analysis (SuperDARN and EDI) and not sensitive to the many assumptions made625

in this analysis. We also show that the lobe reconnection process on average account for626

a substantial part of the total high latitude plasma transport during local summer and627

IMF By dominated conditions. We encourage the community to further explore these628

results with independent data analysis and modelling to gain more detailed knowledge629

of the quantitative importance of the lobe reconnection process.630

5 Conclusions631

Although quantifying the average plasma circulation inside the polar cap when |IMF632

By| > |IMF Bz| is challenging, we believe we have developed a method that take into633

account the various factors that are important for the final results. The results presented634

in section 3.1 of the OCB normalized average ionospheric convection is, to our knowl-635

edge, the first observational attempt to do so. Our main conclusions regarding the iono-636

spheric convection during IMF By dominated periods can be summarized as follows:637

1. During local winter, the transition from return flow to anti-sunward flow takes place638

equatorward of, or close to, dayside OCB. In summer, this transition take place639

largely inside the polar cap on the round convection cell. This suggests that the640

tension force from the newly opened field lines has a more direct influence in the641

local summer hemisphere, causing the summer hemisphere to experience more asym-642
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metric loading of flux compared to the simultaneous flux loading in the winter hemi-643

sphere.644

2. A consequence of 1) is that the the closed magnetosphere will experience asym-645

metric forcing from the lobes differently in the two hemispheres. Since the mag-646

netosphere often experience a dipole tilt and IMF By, this asymmetric asymme-647

try state of the magnetosphere is common.648

3. We have quantified the magnetic flux circulation inside the polar cap, ∆Φ, and649

suggest this can be a proxy for the lobe reconnection rate. We find that during650

local summer and IMF By dominated conditions (‖θ| ∈ [45◦, 90◦]), ∆Φ can typ-651

ically be ∼ 20% of the flux transport associated with the Dungey cycle.652

4. For the IMF clock angles (|θ| ∈ [45◦, 90◦], we suggest that the lobe reconnection653

rate is typically 5− 7 kV in local summer and 0− 2 kV in local winter.654
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